
[FD3S RX7] Mirror Switch Clip Instructions 
 

1) Remove the OEM mirror switch from the car 

 

  



2) Carefully split OEM mirror switch apart using a flathead screwdriver 

 

There are two locking tabs on opposite sides of the switch. Slip the flathead 
between the two pieces of the OEM switch and carefully pry on the plastic while 
putting pressure on the retaining clip. You will more than likely need to switch 
between the two sides to slowly split the pieces apart. Take as much time as 
needed to ensure that the OEM switch portion of the clip is not damaged. 

  



3) Prep the switch 

 

Once split apart there will be a circuit board that more than likely stays in the 
retaining clip half of the OEM switch. Inside the switch are also 6 bent pieces of 
metal (4 short stubby ones & 2 longer flatter ones) and a tiny ball bearing in the 
middle. They are typically covered in some type of dielectric grease. They may have 
stuck to the circuit board or stayed in position inside the switch half.  

If the metal tabs came out with the circuit board put them back into the switch half 
using the picture above as reference.  

• Short stubby strips go in the four corners with the bend facing down and the 
rounded ends pointing up 

• The longer flatter strips go in the middle once again with the bend facing 
down and the rounded ends pointing up 

• The ball bearing should go in the center plastic nub  

  



4) Transfer the circuit board 

 

Simply pull the circuit board out of the OEM mirror clip and slot it into the Code Red 
Performance (CRP) replacement mirror clip. This should require little to no force. 
The board only goes in one direction, and you can use the sharp diagonal corner as 
reference. Be mindful of the pins on the circuit board, they can easily be bent and make 
it difficult to slot into the CRP mirror clip. 

  



5) Reassemble mirror switch 

 

With the circuit board in place in the CRP clip press the CRP clip into the OEM 
switch. Once again you can use the sharp diagonal corner as an orientation guide. 
You can also use the clip legs to help with orientation. One has a cutout to fit 
around part of the OEM switch. This also shouldn’t require much force and should 
have a nice click noise once fully pressed together. You can verify it is fully 
reassembled by checking that the locking tabs in the clip are within the holes on the 
switch. The bottom of the clip should also be pretty much flush with the bottom of 
the OEM switch. 

  



6) Verify everything is working 

With the switch fully reassembled verify that everything is working as intended. The 
L-R slide in the middle should move freely and all the mirror directions should be 
easy to press just like OEM. Nothing should require force or be binding up. If for 
whatever reason, there is an issue please contact us at any time. 

After verifying that the switch feels like normal plug the switch wiring into the 
switch and verify that it still functions correctly. This is to ensure that the circuit 
board was not damaged and that the contact strips are in the correct location. 

After verifying that the switch is still functional you can insert the switch into the 
door card. Make sure to align the locking clips with the rectangle cutouts in the 
door card. As with all the instructions this should not require much if any force. You 
will know it’s fully inserted when you hear a satisfying click.  
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